
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 Coronavirus Prevention 

As of August 20, the state of Shizuoka was included in the State of Emergency. The 

number of people infected with coronavirus in Hamamatsu is increasing and there is 

concern that hospitals will be overcrowded. You may feel tired or unmotivated when 

you can't see goals, but let's continue with infectious disease measures to protect your 

life and those around you. 

・ Wear a mask, wash your hands, and disinfect your hand 

・ Avoid leaving unnecessarily (especially to other states) 

・ Avoid meeting and dining with people other than the family you live together 
 

For you who are thinking of buying a car 

～Netz Toyota ShizuHama Sun Street Loja Hamakita WATANABE HISASHI～  

My parents are Japanese Brazilians. When I was little, I was discriminated 

against and sometimes wondered why I wasn't Japanese, but now I am 

grateful to my parents. I spend every day realizing how wonderful it is to be able to speak two 

languages and how wonderful it is to have Brazilian blood. I chose this job because I wanted 

to help everyone who is working hard in Japan. 

I think I can give back even a little by selling the "car" that Brazilians love. So everyone, 

please let me help you. Those who want to buy a new Toyota (Daihatsu) car, those who want 

to buy a domestic used car, those who are uncertain whether they can get a loan, car 

maintenance (shaken), car insurance, etc., please feel free to contact me. Currently, many 

people are paying high interest 

rates to buy a car. You can buy a 

new car with a monthly payment 

of 30,000 to 40,000 yen! 

Contact us! I will give all support 

in Portuguese. 

 

Annual Health Check 

SHIN-EI's annual health check will be held on October 9, 16 and 23, 2021 (all in the Saturday 

morning). For the coronavirus prevention, IT IS MANDATORY TO WEAR A 

MASK AND SOCKS AT ALL TIME. We also control the number of people entering 

our office to avoid the crowdedness. Make sure to fill in the medical questioner 

beforehand.  
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Remember that it is possible to improve immunity with good eating habits! 

Shin-Ei Sogo Service 

http://www.shinei-net.jp 
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Netz Toyota ShizuHama Sun Street Loja Hamakita   

（It is behind Sun Street Hamakita） 

Entre em contato com WATANABE HISASHI 

（Tel ０７０－２２１５－０１３４） 

http://www.shinei-net.jp/

